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FOR RELEASE	#160	
July 26, 2002
CANADIAN GAS MUST HAVE ACCESS TO MARKET
WHITEHORSE – The Yukon government is taking measures aimed at ensuring northern Canadian gas is not stranded or otherwise disadvantaged as northern pipelines are constructed. 
“The Yukon government has been a strong supporter of building two northern pipelines and access to pipelines is a critical requirement for the Yukon’s oil and gas industry and for the economic well being of the Yukon,” said Energy, Mines and Resources Minister Scott Kent.
“That is why I delivered a letter today to Imperial Oil Ltd., and to the federal government, about the risk of stranding Yukon gas and the opportunity for delivering gas from north central Yukon to a Mackenzie Valley pipeline.” The letter was written following consultation with Yukon permit holders. 
Several oil and gas companies have interests in north central Yukon, interests that could be compromised if access to a Mackenzie Valley pipeline is not possible because the design of the project does not take into account the resource potential of under-explored basins such as Eagle Plains, explained Kent.      
"It is important that Yukon interests are well represented in any process that leads to pipeline development in northern Canada," said David R. Thompson, president of Northern Cross (Yukon) Ltd.
“We believe that there is more than enough gas potential in North Yukon to warrant a connection to the Mackenzie Valley,” said Kent. “This of course will not be possible if the design of the pipeline does not take that potential into account. To this end, we are communicating our concerns to the project’s sponsors, to the federal government, and to the National Energy Board (NEB).”
Mackenzie Delta producers, led by Imperial Oil Ltd., are currently conducting a non-binding open season to determine levels of interest in a proposed Mackenzie Valley pipeline. 
The gas reserves in Yukon’s Peel Plateau and Eagle Plain basins alone are currently estimated at 3.4 trillion cubic feet. The Eagle Plain basin is home to three significant discovery licenses, and many industry analysts believe the potential of the region is greater and work has begun on a new resource assessment. The Peel Plateau has seen limited exploration, but several wells have shown gas potential and the Yukon government recently awarded an exploration permit in the area. 
“Since taking control of oil and gas resources from the federal government in 1998, we have been working hard to support and encourage investment in our growing oil and gas industry,” said Kent. “Besides the promising potential in north Yukon, we have two wells in southeast Yukon that have ranked among Canada’s top producers and provide ample evidence of Yukon’s resource potential.”
Since 1998 the Yukon government has conducted three oil and gas dispositions in north central Yukon and subsequently awarded several exploration licenses. A fourth disposition including land in north Yukon and the Whitehorse Trough is planned for this year. 
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